
Case Study

In 2012 in response to Council funding cutbacks, Tameside Metropolitan 

Borough Council (TMBC) reviewed library provision within the Borough. 

Different models of provision were presented to Tameside residents for 

consultation. People were asked to discuss and vote on the range of 

options presented, none of which included keeping Denton West End 

Library open.  The library was closed in October 2012.

During the consultation process many meetings were held in the Dane 

Bank/ Thornley Park area of Denton, where Denton West End Library 

is situated and it was realised that there was enormous support to 

keep the library open. A group of likeminded people from varied 

backgrounds came together to commit to ‘saving’ the library one way 

or another forming an unincorporated association and, in January 2013, 

a charity to that end. These people now meet regularly as part of the 

wider group of volunteers to manage the community library – we call 

them the management committee.

Aiming to provide a community library, administered and staffed entirely 

by volunteers, the group applied for the building to be transferred 

to community ownership through the asset-transfer process. When 

that idea was not welcomed by TMBC they undertook protracted 

negotiations to rent the building but the requirements placed upon 

the trustees were too onerous. To safeguard the building and provide 

time during which funds could be raised towards purchase, the group 

applied for it to be registered as a community asset. In response to this 

TMBC actively sought other expressions of interest in the building.

After much searching for a source of funding and with the help of the 

local community, Forever Manchester, a local business, the Co-operative 

Society and Government matching funds (amongst others) used as a 

deposit, a business loan was provided by Co-operative and Community 

Finance that enabled the charity to purchase the building.

The keys and ownership of the building were transferred to the charity at 

the end of June 2013 allowing the building to become Denton West End 

Community Library. 

Our main sources of income are standing orders from members of the 

local community, hiring out the building to local groups and regular 

fundraising events such as coffee mornings, fairs, quiz nights and special 

occasions like our annual ‘black tie’ evenings (the next one is in October 

so book now ).

Although we have to raise funds we are careful to maintain a sharp focus 

on library-related matters. Indeed our first action after purchasing the 

building was to ensure that the 2013 Summer Reading Challenge was run 

even before we had fully opened – to provide continuity for the children 

who in past years have successfully won the challenge in Tameside.

We currently operate four sessions a week as a lending library and within 

those hours we hold regular rhyme-time sessions for younger members, 

a knit and natter group and one-to-one computer use training for 

beginners. Tea, coffee and cakes are always available for those wishing to 

stay a while, to have a ‘cuppa’ and a chat. 

We are always looking at ways to extend both opening times and the 

activities available during lending library sessions.
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Why a Library Management System was important?

We were fortunate that TMBC ‘gifted’ us the library stock of over 10,000 

books. However, we had no system to administer the stock or the 

borrowing and return of books.  The only suggestion from TMBC was 

that they would give us the paper-based brown pocket system used in 

libraries before computerised systems became the norm. The thought 

of sticking little pockets in that number of books soon made us quickly 

realise we needed to look at other systems.

We needed a system that would be easy to use, that our volunteer staff 

would be comfortable with and which was familiar to them. They were 

all members of the old library and used to the idea of scanning books to 

lend and return, as this was the system TMBC used.

We researched the systems other community libraries were using and 

all had access to computerised systems either bought by themselves or 

provided by council support.

We soon came to realise that systems would be needed not only to 

manage the stock, but also the personal information we would require 

to hold about the people using the library.  The other issues we identified 

were stocktaking; how to identify unpopular books that we could then 

replace with more relevant titles and how to easily identify books that 

had not been returned.

Options Considered

We began to research computerised systems and as a registered charity 

with limited funds we explored ‘open’ or free library systems.

We soon realised that although the systems were free, maintenance and 

trouble-shooting would be costly in terms of time and frustration of our 

volunteer staff and borrowers.

Why Eclipse.net was selected

Eclipse.net had been recommended by other libraries and so we began 

to research this system to see if it would provide the features we were 

looking for.

The Eclipse.net user interface for the lending and return of books was 

very similar to the system operated by TMBC. Not only had TMBC gifted 

the books that were in the library but also the computers and scanners. 

Fortunately, with a few adjustments, these were compatible with Eclipse.net.

 

Importantly there was a structured and comprehensive support system 

easily accessible when there were problems. 

Another consideration was access to a training programme which was 

invaluable as few of the volunteers were trained librarians.

The MLS team was also able to transfer data about the stock directly onto 

their system from the data provided by TMBC. Once it was transferred 

and the scanners made compatible we were ready to go.

A big advantage to Eclipse.net is that it operates ‘in the cloud’ meaning 

we do not have to backup transactions at the end of a library session. 

There is no danger of losing any of the information about our library if 

our computers are damaged.

It is simple to use and we were confident that our volunteer staff would 

be able to use the system proficiently with little training.

Although the system is fully-featured, there is provision within it to 

“tailor” the level of access to features of the system for different groups 

of volunteers. For example they cannot see personal details of members, 

or perform selected management tasks but the operations team can 

perform other tasks such as stock control etc. This helps us to maintain 

the integrity and security of the system.

Eclipse.net has many easy to use features which make managing the 

library easy.  Time consuming and daunting tasks such as stock checks 

are easily carried out.  We can generate specific reports about categories 

of stock; for example books which are popular or have never been 

borrowed to help stock control.
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What have we been able to do with Eclipse.net?

Since the ex-TMBC stock was transferred onto the system, we have been 

able to exchange newer donated copies for old and add new stock onto 

the system. 

We are now part-way through a complete stock check so that we can 

identify books and authors that are popular and those that are not being 

borrowed.

Everyday uses include issuing and returning books, making reservations 

and searching for books by topic and author within the stock.

It’s great to have the complete stock under control at our fingertips!

Next steps with MLS

With over 750 registered users in a community of 3,500 households 

we clearly have a long way to grow. We need to widen access to the 

resources we hold on behalf of the community and devote a greater 

fraction of our efforts towards library uses and users. 

We intend to make it possible for users to access the catalogue from 

home, make reservations, add access to e–books and make use of the 

overdue returns notification facility.  All of which can also be done using 

their smartphone and table App iMLS.

An important aspect of this system are the connections available to the 

internet. The links to hundreds of checked and appropriate websites 

which can be used by our younger members to help with homework 

will prove invaluable.

Members are also able to access the system from home to check when 

their books should be returned or they can renew using their computer.

What support has MLS provided?

Anne Thomas who leads on the library service is enthusiastic about the 

service MLS offers:

“Training.  This has been excellent.  This is not confined to ‘training 

days’ but also telephone help.  Operators talk you through how to use 

the programme.” 

and added: 

“I have found the staff to be very helpful and friendly whenever I have 

had to telephone them.”

General and technical support is available by telephone or email. The 

staff are always friendly, understanding and helpful whether contacted 

by phone or email. Any technical problems have been notified promptly 

and quickly repaired making for an excellent service.

We’ve been particularly fortunate to have extra support from Lucy, one 

of the trainers, who has helped us in her own time and remains keen to 

help us create a successful community-run library service.
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